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Prefabricated Railings 
Prefabricated posts save valuable time in the field. 
Our posts are factory welded to provide for easier 
installation and greater strength. Choose ball-type 
or flush-fitting post styles. Choose from four tubing 
finishes: Brass, clear-coated brass, polished stainless 
steel or satin stainless.

Signage Solutions that Work 
QuickClip™ graphics are easily changed out. Wall mountable. 
Available in three standard sizes and two finishes with radius-corner  
or square-cor  options.

QuickClip™ snap frame freestanding floor easel is specially designed to 
change graphics easily. 2 sizes available: 22” x 28” as well as 24” x 36”.

Premium quality free-standing post-top sign frames accommodate 
regular paper media and are easy to change at will.



Ropes, chains and  
wall plates are available.

Every post features 
a 4-way “dovetail” 
connection.

Easy-to-replace 
belt mechanism.

Belts retract slowly 
and safely each and 
every time.

Beltloc™ prevents 
the accidental 
release of belts.

A non-marking, 
rubber-bottomed 
base protects 
flooring.

Foot Rails
Durable, attractive 2" tubing provides a comfortable and stylish 
footrest. Available in a wide variety of styles and finishes to 
complement any decor.

Tray Slides
Bring convenience and style to your buffet 
line with our quality tray slides. Available in 
3 or 4 rail configurations.

Prefabricated Booth Divider Posts
Factory assembled posts with channels or glass clips are 
designed to hold ¼” glass or other material. Choose from 
a wide array of styles and finishes. 

Service Rails and 
Stemware Racks 
Stemware racks can be bar or 
ceiling mounted. Our 810/91  
Pre-assembled Stemware Rod  
can be used under cabinets.

Sublimated Belts
Reinforce your brand, extend your advertising 
programs or highlight special offers by customizing 
your belts with custom full color graphics. 

Traditional Posts 
Classic styling combined with superior 
construction offers beauty and durability.  
A variety of finishes and base styles  
are available. Rich velour or vinyl swag 
ropes create a pleasantly draped barrier. 
Ropes may be sublimated with patterns  
or special colors.

Sublimated Ropes
We have the ability to sublimate vibrant,  
custom textures and patterns directly 
onto vinyl ropes.  

Beltrac® Retractable 
Belt Stanchions
Featuring our unique 4-way dovetail groove specially designed 
to accept retractable belts or other attachments. Belts can be 
imprinted with colorful sublimated graphics that extend your 
brand and offer additional advertising opportunities.


